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Abstract—Omics era has opened a new window to biology. Genomics and transcriptomics are two well-known fields by which
plant selection and breeding are fulfilled more easily and accurately. They provide useful information about genes, transcripts, their
functions those are the principal data for other subsequent approaches. Reference genomes of various plants are available and facilitate
genome-based studies. The complex of genomic, transcriptomic data and the findings from variant methods like QTLs (quantitative
trait loci), SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphism), CNVs (copy number variant), resequencing, GBS (genome-by-sequencing) are
extremely important for plant selection in terms of price and time. The new workflows are routinely using different approaches
and mixing them based on the genomic/transcriptomic information in their subsequent steps. They, however, are validated during
the whole process toward screening genotypes possessing agronomically important desired trait. SNP-Seq presented hereinafter is a
new approach for analyzing plants toward selection and screening by SNP sequencing in various genotypes simultaneously. It can
accelerate the cycle of plant selection from genotypes to phenotypes in a reverse engineering way.
Keywords:—Genomics, Omics, Plant Selection, Plant Improvement, Transcriptomics
Resumen—La era Omica ha abierto una nueva ventana a la biologı´a. La geno´mica y la transcripto´mica son dos campos conocidos,
con los cuales, la seleccio´n y el mejoramiento de plantas se cumplen con mayor facilidad y precisio´n. Proporcionan informacio´n u´til
sobre los genes, las transcripciones, sus funciones y sirven como datos primordiales para otros enfoques posteriores. Los genomas de
referencia de varias plantas han sido secuenciados, y esta´n disponibles, facilitando ası´ el acceso a informacio´n o´mica indispensable
para llevar a cabo estudios basados en estos mismos genomas. El total de datos geno´micos, transcripto´micos y los hallazgos de
me´todos variantes que van desde QTL (rasgo cuantitativo), PSN (polimorfismo de un solo nucleo´tido), NCV (nu´mero de copias
variante), GBS (genoma por secuencia) son extremadamente importantes para la seleccio´n y el mejoramiento de plantas en te´rminos
de precio y tiempo. Los nuevos flujos de trabajo utilizan diferentes enfoques basados en la informacio´n geno´mica / transcripto´mica
en pasos posteriores mezcla´ndolos y se validan durante todo el proceso para seleccionar genotipos que posean un rasgo deseado
agrono´micamente importante. SNP-Seq, que se presenta en este artı´culo, es un nuevo enfoque para analizar las plantas hacia la
seleccio´n y la deteccio´n mediante secuenciacio´n de SNP en varios genotipos simulta´neamente. Este proceso puede acelerar el ciclo
de seleccio´n de plantas desde los genotipos a los fenotipos en una forma de ingenierı´a inversa.
Palabras claves:—Geno´mica, O´micas, Seleccio´n Vegetal, Fitomejoramiento, Transcripto´mica
INTRODUCTION
Sustainability of agriculture, including the increase ofcrop output, as wellas reduction of production costs and
adaptation to stricter standards for the health of farmers,
populations and for the environment in the growing regions,
are major modern challenges taken into consideration by plant
geneticists nowadays (Villamar et al., 2016). Consequently, it
is important to elucidate the capacity of generating information
that contributes as basis for carrying out programs of plant
improvement. The domain of certain techniques like genomics
and transcriptomics will allow getting equilibrium between
cost and efficiency for the modern researchers, avoiding the
use of tedious and long classic breeding process up to obtain-
ing improved genotypes (Viot, 2016).
*Ingeniero Agro´nomo
The suffixe–ome originating from Greek meaning “body”,
appeared in chromosome and then genome, refer to an object
in biology that possesses a character/feature/wholeness. It
means that whole part of one object in living organisms;
genome is the whole genes, transcriptome is the whole
transcripts, proteome is the whole proteins and metabolome
is the whole metabolites of an organism. The suffix–omics
address to the study of one–ome. Nowadays, Omics is the
field of research analyzing and inter/multidisciplinary studies
of many different-omes generally using bioinformatics and
computational biology.
Omics has revolutionized biological and life sciences
through the tremendously increasing number of research
and scientific outputs during the last decades, which have
disclosed many issues and generated various outputs in
biology, agriculture and life sciences and as an example,
better-performance crops. Genomics, transcriptomics,
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proteomics and metabolomics those are the field of study
of genome, transcriptome, proteome and metabolome
respectively, are under more consideration as the better-
known omics (for more information see https://omics.org/ and
http://www.genomicglossaries.com/content/omes.asp). Other
Omics have also been derived from the principal -omics
to solve different biological issues or reveal undiscovered
matters like Epigenomics that studies epigenome, which is
the regulatory chemical compounds controlling whole gene
expression or Pangenomics that is the field of study of
pangenome, which is the whole genome of individuals of a
species.
Genomic and transcriptomic data help to find a genotype
possessing better performance comparing with its neighbor,
relative or parental genotypes or to unveil phylogenic and
evolutionary relativeness among genotypes. Genomics has
discovered some evolutionary issues like polyploidy in wheat
Borrill et al. (2015) and family relation in bred and wild
plants (Kang et al., 2016). These can lead us to a better
understanding of plant kingdom toward plants with better
potential yield or special characters in terms of agronomic
traits. A workflow mixed of genomics and transcriptomics
with bioinformatics tools allows novel gene discovery and
unveils regulatory sequences. In other hand, they lead QTL to
gene discovery and chromosomal position, and make available
large collections of molecular markers such as SNPs. The gene
expression is another output of genomics and transcriptomics
by which the candidate genes are presented as the genes
involved in specific pathways or regulatory function related to
an agronomic trait. All these results and outputs can help the
scientists to screen and discovery the more efficient genotypes
toward plant selection.
Thanks to Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies,
mass sequencing of genomes and transcriptomes have been
generated, those are capable to output a vast array of genomic
information. The contribution of NGS technologies because
of their relatively low cost and speed in generation and anal-
yses is dramatically enhancing our ability to comprehensively
understand how the gene-based information in a cell exist
and how the genes acts and regulate biological processes and
molecular functions in a living organism. This technology has
engaged to study genome sequence variation, ancient DNA,
cytosine DNA, DNA methylation, protein-DNA interactions,
whole transcriptomes (RNA) sequencing, alternative-splicing,
small RNA populations and mRNA regulation, microRNA
sequencing using a number of these applications used in plant
systems (Lister et al., 2009).
The genomics and transcriptomics methods such as DNA-
Seq, RNA-Seq, ChIP-Seq, Methyl-Seq, MAINE-Seq, RIP-
Seq and PhIT-Seq have currently improved our knowledge
about gene expression and regulatory in plants (Shendure and
Aiden, 2012). These methods-of-choice are increasingly used
as their costs and complexity decrease and are generating many
millions of sequencing reads as a routine. The new data based
on genomics and transcriptomics like RNA-Seq outputs have
this nature of big size and need high performance computation
systems to analyze them (Jazayeri et al., 2015). However,
nowadays as bioinformatics and computation facilities are ad-
vancing in better and higher performance and less price, these
challenges are ignorable as one can find suitable computation
unities to perform the required analyses because of availability
of adequately suitable system.
Because of increasing global demand, climate change, and
environmental issues, novel crops possessing higher produc-
tion potential, more tolerance to environmental cues, and agro-
biological features toward less chemical usage are highly re-
quired. Genomics supplies new foundations for crop-breeding
systems, while combining with improved and automated phe-
notyping assays and functional genomic studies (Bevan et al.,
2017). Advances in genomics propose the potential to acceler-
ate the process of developing crops with promising agronomic
traits. Application of genomics in agriculture enhances the
productivity and sustainability in crop production. A tremen-
dous increase in genomic resources has become available
by mixing classic and high-throughput sequencing platforms.
Some of the resources are expressed sequence tags (ESTs),
BAC end sequence, genetic sequence polymorphisms (SNP,
CVN), gene expression profiling (differentially expressed DE
analysis), whole-genome (re)sequencing (WGS), whole tran-
scriptome sequencing (WTS) and genome-wide association
studies (GWAS). Due to availability of genomic sequencing
facilities and expansion of bioinformatics tools, the studies
from individual gene are switching to whole-genome analysis,
which provides a wider view of how the complex of all
genes work together (Wang et al., 2017). This can lead us
to a better understanding of gene function and the probable
regulatory matters among networks of genes and generating
more easily and faster improved plants. Bioinformatics is the
field that makes omics data meaningful and help us to find
their powerful ability to discover novel issues. It integrates
the data from different omics from genome to phenome
(Edwards and Batley, 2004) and allows to mine data across
various types of scientific discipline using many bioinformatics
tools (Skuse and Du, 2008). Applications of bioinformatics
in Omics studies is an essential part like what the software
do in a computer; without the suitable programs no output
will be generated. Nevertheless, the biologists, bioanalysts and
omists by cooperation with bioinformaticiens are able to use
omics data and interpret them in a scientific manner. In other
hand, bioinformatics tools are those have advanced omics field,
as they are the media for unrevealing the biological secrets
hidden in the genes and biomolecules from the living level to
a human-understandable interpreting output.
This article is aimed to present a review on genomics
and transcriptomics as two most known and used Omics and
their contribution to plant selection. This manuscript briefly
explains genomics and transcriptomics and then the methods
and approaches by which the principal information for plant
selection is provided. As a matter of fact due to various
available methods, the authors have tried to mention the core
of the correlation between two different biological fields as
plant genomics and selection. In addition, the authors have
attempted to bring different examples from crops, model and
non model plants to elucidate this reality that the methods can
be applied for all plants in general while focusing on crop
improvement and selection. Finally, a new approach called
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“SNP-Seq” is proposed and presented here theoretically but
need to be applied in the new studies to confirm its usefulness.
How do plant genomes and the omics approaches help
plant improvement? The data from interdisciplinary tools
mainly as genomics and transcriptomics are subject to a very
good assistance in plant breeding (Rival, 2017). Genomes
and transcriptomes are two main core of Omics and provide
the input data for subsequent bioanalysis tools/approaches by
which many more results are obtainable and reachable. Thanks
to bioinformatics, the outputs of genomics and transcriptomics
are not just lists of sequences or genes with their annotation
to be used in classic plant improvement programs. They are
the data that give principal information on modern genomic
based selection, which use the whole set of genes to evaluate
a genotype as a favorite one considering the under study
agronomic trait. The consequences in evolution, phylogeny,
taxonomy, family relation and genetic relativeness can be
deduced from the output of genomic and transcriptomic stud-
ies. The variants and polymorphism are also predicted by
bioinformatics algorithms and can be used in plant populations
in order to screen plant genotypes with desired performance
and trait (Figure 1).
Figure 1. The omics and the approaches toward plant improvement.
Bioinformatics serves in all steps as the actor of performing the task
(shown by red dashed connector). The results of such pipeline from
genomics and transcriptomics can be used in subsequent fields like
evolution, taxonomy and phylogeny.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
The study of genome and transcriptome in the green alga
Chromochloris zofingiensis has reported to enhance produc-
tion of carotenoids and commercial production of this alga
(Roth et al., 2017). In one study on rice, Zhang et al. 2016
showed that two elite indica rice varieties Zhenshan 97 and
Minghui 63 are the parents of a leading rice hybrid while
1,059–2,217 more genes expressed in the hybrid than the
parents did. The results of this study uncovered structural
differences of the two genotypes that showed how the hybrid
could be formed (Zhang et al., 2016). This research leads the
scientists to find the well-performance genotypes by studying
the genome of their parents in order to generate new hybrids
with more production and with more accuracy. However, such
study and studies between the relatives of a crop with desired
agronomic traits will improve our understanding of how the
crops diverge and how we can produce better performance
crops using the whole gene or differentially expressed gene
(DEG) catalog of each crop.
Tobacco genome revealed its ancestral origin, familial and
taxonomical relation with tomato and potato and different
biochemical pathways involved in alkaloid biosynthesis. In ad-
dition, the study confirmed that disease resistance to different
viruses in tobacco is caused by genomic deletion of the S-form
eIF4E1 locus (Sierro et al., 2014). The findings are useful to
screen the resistant genotypes to virus-caused diseases not only
in tobacco but also in other plants while these data are used
as the reference.
The divergence among plants has been disclosed by
comparative analyses among different genera or species.
These results are subject to use in downstream steps and
researches. The data can be of help to understand if a new
cross (or backcross) can perform as expected. Oil palm
genome disclosed that the palm trees are ancient tetraploids
and American and African oil palms (i.e. Elaeis oleifera and
E. guineensis respectively) diverged in the Old and New
Worlds (Singh et al., 2013). This comparison between two
species is very important for oil palm breeding and selection
as the hybrids between two African and American species are
more productive and less susceptible to diseases. In addition,
transcriptomic results showed that the genes expressed in fruit
and kernel of oil palm follow different patterns according to
the properties of fruit and kernel oils.
One approach in genomic field is studying the genome of
crop wild relatives (CWRs) in comparative studies. Genomics
of CWR provides data to expand the genetic diversity of crop
plants. Analysis of the nuclear genome, transcriptome and
maternal (chloroplast and mitochondrial) genome of CWR
eases their use in plant improvement. The analyses based on
genome/transcriptome develop discovery of useful alleles in
both domesticated and wild relatives and disclosing regions
of the genome where likely diversity between domesticated
and wild plants has been modified in domestication process
(Brozynska et al., 2016).
Such pairwise comparative studies between different genera,
species, contrasting genotypes, phenotypes based on their
-omes reveal several data those enable us to find the answers
to our questions and undiscovered issues about genes involved
in productivity, tolerance, regulation while two set of genes
are compared and generate the candidate genes in each
item. It is a routine to elaborate novel studies, create new
technologies, propose pipelines and workflows and generate
pioneer programs and software as a chain of various tasks to
find a solution for a problem.
Genomics and transcriptomics Genomics is the systematic
study of an organism’s genome. The genome is the total DNA
of a cell or organism. In other hand, transcriptome is the
total transcripts or mRNA in a cell or organisms. Genome
transcribes to transcriptome and transcriptome translates to
proteome. The genomic data give us this opportunity to find
the genes whose subsequent transcripts show different expres-
sion pattern that direct us to the main core of central dogma
in biology. Genome is more stable than transcriptome that is
why genome is used in variant detection studies where a firm
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base needed to compare how the natural or artificial selection
has improved the plants during the time. Transcriptome is
employed to determine expression profile where a flexible
response to environmental cues as ephemera phenomenon
is desirable. However, it should be taken into account that
genomes and transcriptomes are subject to be the eligible
items in G x E as both temporal and permanent effects of
environment on plants are studied through evolutionary or
adaptive patterns.
In order to perform a genomic, transcriptomic or better-to-
say Omics study, experimental design is needed Horgan and
Kenny (2011) considering 1) the use and choice of suitable
biological samples depending on the experiment goals and
the availability of the sample 2) the biological variation:
considering that what needed and in which level to ensure
that changes are not due to confounding factors and 3) the
technical/analytical variation: this is a little bit tricky as cur-
rently the platforms and methods supported by bioinformatics
tools are able to generate reproducible results with the least
standard deviation for a specific experimental technique.
Advanced genomics permits us to recognize the fragments
of the genome responsible for a trait (Khan et al., 2016). It
can enhance our understanding of microevolution and family
relations among crops through a better understanding of nat-
ural selection, mutation, and recombination. It is important
to understand the structure, organization, and dynamics of
genomes in plant species as it can provide insights into how
genes have been adapted by natural and artificial selection to
respond to environmental constraints and the potential of their
manipulation for crop improvement (Wang et al., 2017).
The first reference genome published for Arabidopsis started
the new genomic era that later on changed to a new period
of Omics as the data of genomics, transcriptomics and then
other Omics have served in millions of research projects. The
valuable information published by the genome of Arabidopsis
changed and revolutionized the scientific world of plant biol-
ogy and agriculture in a very short time. However, now the
genomic data and functional genomic outputs of almost all
plants are based on the Arabidopsis structural and annotation
genome.
The most highlighted genome case, Arabidopsis thaliana
with its famous website https://www.arabidopsis.org/, is a
highly studied model organism due to its reduced number
of chromosomes (five chromosomes) that make it top in
more straightforward information search resulting in further
interpretation and data set management (Thaliana, 2000). For
example, to date for Arabidopsis thaliana genome through
molecular genetics and following bioinformatics supports, it
has been reported that terpene synthesis belong to a total of
40 TPS-genes, of which thirty-two are considered as func-
tional genes while eight are pseudogenes. According to their
phylogeny, they are highly related to monoterpenes, sesquiter-
penes and diterpenes, and highly expressed after insect attack
(Aubourg et al., 2002). Other organisms of alimentary or eco-
nomic interest have been sequenced as well and their genomes
have been placed to the researcher disposal, among them:
https://www.maizegdb.org/; http://www.cacaogenomedb.org/;
https://shigen.nig.ac.jp/rice/oryzabase/ (Zea mais, Theobroma
cacao and Oryza sativa, respectively).
However, reference genome of thousands plants now
is available as the base of all other genomic related
studies and as the first necessary data for other Omics
like transcriptomics ad proteomics. A very handy and
useful list based on the time of publication of plant
genomes and the related reference is accessible in
http://www.plabipd.de/timeline view.ep. Another resource for
plant published genomes with their explanation is available in
https://genomevolution.org/wiki/index.php/Sequenced plant
genomes.
Pan-genomics and pan-transcriptomics
The pan-genome (pangenome as well) is the set of all the
genes and sequences (coding and non-coding) found in all
individuals of a species. Pangenome or pantranscriptome is a
compilation of various individual genomes or transcriptomes
by which the probable variant effects and structural variation
can be presented. It can ameliorate the variation analyses in
plants as a supplementary for other types of polymorphism
like SNPs or CNVs and is useful to disclose presence/absence
of variants. It can be of help for studying the plants with big
genomes and reveal the undiscovered genes and their potential
functions as done in hexaploid wheat (Montenegro et al., 2017)
and in maize (Jin et al., 2016) (Lu et al., 2015).
In addition, pangenome cans determine the events
(insertion, deletion, mutation) among vast individuals of a
species those have been distributed in the plant genome
during the evolution processes. It can lead us to understand
the processes generating genetic diversity and phenotypic
variation (Morgante, 2013). As a viewpoint of plant selection,
pangenome leads us to understand germplasm diversity
toward a screening process. Pangenomics has helped to find
the new genes that were lost during domestication in Brassica
comparing wild and domesticated plants (Golicz et al., 2016).
Such different and novel genes whose function is considered
as a special trait between wild and domesticated plants can
be used as the genic markers for screening plants among
a very vast population consisting wild and domesticated or
bred plants. This can advance the process of plant selection.
Bioinformatics
During the last years outstanding advances have been
achieved in the manner of analyzing omics data, based on
several methods frequently using informatics tools. Piecemeal,
biologists have taken into advantages of this interdisciplinary
field of the biological sciences to inquire deeply on dogma
of molecular biology and their complex procedures (Bayat,
2002). Bioinformatics develops methods and software tools
for understanding biological data, allowing that its wide field
of action is linked to other sciences, such as: statistics, math-
ematics, computer, and engineering sciences (Robinson et al.,
2010). Genomic and proteomic based sequence databases of
different organisms with own bioinformatics tools integrated in
their platforms are conforming currently an uncountable offer
available for biologists and geneticists (Hamid et al., 2009).
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The use of computer programming also makes part of the
methodologies used by bioinformatics, as well as a reference
to specific analysis “pipelines”, which are performed, mainly
for genomic and transcriptomic analyses. In the field of plant
selection, since the insertion of this set of tools several inves-
tigations have been performed including its use, particularly,
related to the identification of candidate genes and single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) with the aim of enhancing
our understanding of genetic basis of certain diseases, as well
as adaptation and tolerance to different biotic and abiotic
stresses (Bayat, 2002).
In the last decade a very common essential tool as
core of bioinformatics used by biologists, geneticist and
other researchers linked to omics studies, has been Linux
overall because of its rapidity, simplicity and facility to
obtain results avoiding longer and tedious procedures.
Nowadays its utilization has permitted to accelerate the
speed of analysis of different genomic and transcriptomic
data set. Therefore, it is not astonishing that presently many
biological research centers worldwide have commenced to
incorporate such bioinformatics type of profiles due to its wide
demand by their projects. To all this, the researchers have
nominated it like the era of the management, deduction and
analysis of genomic and transcriptomic information thank to
bioinformatics, which has as last aim of use this information
for plant selection. Other tools exist those established by
R language program available its bioinformatics version in
the website: https://www.bioconductor.org/. Bioconductor,
which is a package database, provides tools for the analysis
and comprehension of high-throughput genomic data.
Bioconductor uses the R statistical programming language,
and is open source and development.
GWAS and TWAS
Genome-wide association study and transcriptome-wide
association study are two method to find the relationship
between molecular markers and QTL based on linkage
disequilibrium. They can be used to identify the genes with
complex traits as well as their expression-trait associations and
to detect adaptive genetic variation in structured background
in an ecological context as reported by Brachi et al. (Brachi
et al., 2011) or in plant responses to biological factors as
pathogen (Pathosystems) (Bartoli and Roux, 2017) or in
plant to stress (Thoen et al., 2017). Association mapping on
originating parents and their descendants can disclose some
important QTL and favorable allelic variations, which can be
further used to generate more favorable varieties using the
breeding and selection methods like marker-assisted selection.
GWAS identifies candidate genes related to agronomically
important traits and then the results will be applied in the
subsequent screening based on SNP of the candidate genes.
GWAS can detect new genes those are not detectable by
standard SNP analysis that accelerates crop improvement as
reported by Yano et al. for rice (Yano et al., 2016).
Gene expression profile analysis
Differentially expression (DE) analysis is one promising
way allowing discovering plants with an agronomic favorite
trait based on a DE profile covering the whole gene/transcript
set expressed differentially in such condition of comparison.
One of the well-known and done approaches in transcriptomics
is to study differentially expressed genes/transcripts (DEG)
to pairwise-compare plants (i.e. two contrasting characters;
susceptible versus tolerant, control versus treated, etc.). Gene
expression profile (actually RNA-Seq or whole transcriptome
sequencing) outputs a table of DEGs in under/over expression
or up/down regulation manners while an agronomically
important trait is studied such as tolerance to stresses (biotic
and abiotic) (Fracasso et al., 2017) (Jazayeri et al., 2015),
resistance to diseases and pests (Gong et al., 2015) (Li
et al., 2016), metabolite biosynthesis like alkaloid and
photosynthesis efficiency (Ding et al., 2015) (Zhao et al.,
2016). From the DEGs, a list of candidate genes is extracted
and used in subsequent steps where the plants possessing
the similar expression pattern are screened for the trait. The
advantage of this approach is to use the whole set of genes not
just an individual gene as it has been shown and undiscovered
that a gene set including functional and regulatory genes is
active under a given condition.
QTLs
Being quantitative, agronomically important crop traits are
under more attention as they are controlled by a total of
effects coming from multiple genes each with a small effect.
Each gene complex (a series of genes located on a QTL) can
determine a quantitative trait due to genic cooperation among
the genes. QTL analysis is a statistical method connecting phe-
notypic data (trait measurements) and genotypic data (usually
molecular markers like SNPs, SSRs, etc.) in order to disclose
the genetic information of variation and variants for desirable
agronomic traits (Miles et al., 2008). The desired traits vary
among plants depending on the plant under study and the
interest to a special or specific trait and the pertinent QTLs.
QTLs have increasingly been reported in several studies such
as plant height Brown et al. (2008) Li et al. (2015) Xu et al.
(2017), resistance to diseases Ayala et al. (2002) Zhou et al.
(2015), seed size Zhang et al. (2015), grain yield Vikram et al.
(2016), wood production in trees like Eucalyptus Rocha et al.
(2007), and higher yield Habyarimana et al. (2017) Lu et al.
(2017).
For an efficient crop improvement program using marker-
assisted selection (MAS), mapping and isolation of QTLs
are decisive and for a better understanding of the molecular
mechanisms underlying the traits, they are crucial. However,
QTL analysis is time-consuming and labor-intensive as the de-
velopment and selection of DNA markers for linkage analysis
needs such long labor task.
Expression Quantitative Trait Locus or eQTL, as a QTL-
based field, is a chromosomal region possessing the variation
in abundance of a mRNA transcript observed between indi-
viduals in a genetic mapping population (Druka et al., 2010).
A single gene may possess one or many eQTLs. By eQTL,
genetic regulatory networks, potential coexpression among
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genes are better understood (Wang et al., 2014). Phenotypic
variation and candidate genes of favorite trait QTLs are
analyzed more easily using a combination of classic and
trait QTL with the expression profiles of such QTLs. mRNA
expression profiles then can infer chromosomal positions of
several genes those by eQTL are detectable and can be used
in plant selection according to their function and expression
pattern. eQTL can be based on a specific gene or trait to
find relevant QTL position on chromosome and then used as
a screening income. Quantitative trait nucleotide (QTN) and
quantitative trait transcript (QTT) are of the polymorphism
predictors providing fruitful information combining gene func-
tion, phenotype and QTL architecture (Heidaritabar, 2015).
They are of genetic approaches of quantitative traits allowing
to observe quantitative trait effects and to map phenotype to
genotype in the absence of biological context. (Mackay et al.,
2009).
SNPs Thanks to high-throughput sequencing (HTS), Sin-
gle nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have rapidly improved
molecular genetics during the recent years due to their abun-
dance in the genomes and their manageability for data pro-
cessing and compatibility for formats and platforms. Com-
putational bioinformatics approaches are those that overcome
SNP discovery methods due to the ever-increasing sequence
information that is added to public databases; nevertheless,
genome complexity in some plants can make it challengeable
in obtaining informative SNPs (Mammadov et al., 2012). Thus,
other alternative strategies in those crops are probably needed
to combine with the undergoing methods.
Nowadays several million SNPs are reported for one species
or variety thanks to powerful programs those are very helpful
to detect SNPs in a genome-based data. The programs are able
to distinguish sequencing error and real SNPs while comparing
the sequences with a reference genome and this make the
SNP detection and exploration a reliable method toward plant
screening by using SNPs found in the interest gene(s) related
to an agronomically important trait.
It is possible to generate and process millions of SNPs at
the same time and generate SNP arrays and chips applicable
for plant selection. Large SNP arrays including millions and
thousands of SNPs compiled in a chip or array are reported
for plants and of help for subsequent plant selection and
improvement programs (Ganal et al., 2012). The user can
find the gene of interest related to a desired trait and find
the SNPs for such genes (if available and reported in the
chip). Finally the information of gene-specific SNPs will be
used to screen the genotypes those have these favorite SNPs
and this opens the ports for downstream research toward plant
improvement by mining the SNPs in different genotypes and
selecting the candidate genotypes possessing these SNPs as
those are expected to behave in the similar manner for the
trait.
In one article a single-copy gene 50K SNP chip has been
reported for rice that has facilitated phylogenetic study and
genetic diversity of cultivated and wild rice and has been
validated for its efficacy in plant breeding and making mega
rice varieties (Singh et al., 2015). A multi-species 60K SNP
chip has developed for Eucalyptus from 12 species that is an
outstanding tool to address population genomics questions
and empower genomic selection, GWAS and complex trait
variant studies in Eucalyptus (Silva-Junior et al., 2015). In
a study on oil palm, Kwong et al. have reported a study
outputting an array of 200K SNPs for two oil palm species
(Elaeis guineensis and E.oleifera) with more than 170K
successful probe (Kwong et al., 2016). They revealed that
the generated array can be used in differentiating oil palm
origins and for population diversity; it is a robust approach
with potential for developing early trait prediction to shorten
the oil palm breeding cycle.
Genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS)
Array-based approaches to single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) screening usually have been the method used by
biologists when it is about analyzing and associating traits
corresponding with specific regions in the genome. However,
nowadays this has changed due to the access to new methods
of NGS for genotyping, which is a powerful method for
genetic screening uncovering SNPs in plants; which allows
carrying out the studies based on genotyping. It seems the
declining cost of the use of this technology is also a plus
point so that researchers have spared no any effort to choose
it Crossa et al. (2013) Elshire et al. (2011).
Among different advantages presented by genotyping by
sequencing, some are: A) It allows comparative analyzes
between samples in the absence of a reference genome, B)
it provides a low cost per sample, C) it permits to identify
sequences in prearranged zones of genetic variation for many
samples, D) it identifies non-SNP variants, including small
insertions, removals and microsatellites and E) it allows com-
parisons among samples even when they do not appear on
reference genome Elshire et al. (2011).
For organisms that contain complex genomes or when re-
searchers have limited resources, GBS is highly cost-effective.
Therefore, some techniques including targeted sequencing
based on amplicons, enrichment sequencing based on hy-
bridization, and genotyping based on the restricted sequence
representation by restriction enzymes are available Elshire
et al. (2011).
Illumina to date is the most used platform for genotyping
by sequencing; therefore, their inventors for guarantee optimal
results give several advices. For example: it is necessary to
account with a reference genome and high-diversity samples
(i.e. biological and technical issues) and in order to minimize
false positives, it is imperative to have high tolerance of
ambiguity in heterozygote screening, avoiding the redundancy
(Sandmann et al., 2017).
Genomic selection
Genomic selection (GS) is a method to foresee the genetic
candidates by the markers distributed throughout the genome.
Unlike marker-assisted selection that searches to identify in-
dividual candidate loci significantly associated with a desired
trait, GS uses all available marker data as performance fore-
tellers and consequently delivers more accurate predictions.
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Selection based on GS data, can potentially lead us to obtain
more rapid and lower cost gains from plant improvement.
The genomic estimated breeding value (GEBV) is used as a
feature of GS. To obtain GEBV, all markers and their effects
are used. Therefore, the GEBV have this potential ability to
capture more of the genetic variation for the particular trait
under selection (Newell and Jannink, 2014). Due to its more
ability to detect the markers based on whole-genome predic-
tions and to generate more accurate results, GS can replace
phenotypic selection or marker-assisted breeding protocols
(Desta and Ortiz, 2014). However, the combination of these
methods may result in better conclusion.
Actually, GS is deployed to study a population different
from the reference population, which possesses the estimated
marker effects. There are two types of datasets in GS: a
training set and a validation set. The training set is the
reference population in which the marker effects are estimated.
While marker effects are estimated based on the training
set using certain statistical methods to incorporate this infor-
mation; GBEV of new genotypes are predicted only based
on the marker effect. The selection candidates of validation
set obtained from the reference population that have been
genotyped and selected based on marker effects estimated in
the training set.
The marker effects of quantitative traits have considerably
altered standard practices used in plant breeding. Computer
simulation is the medium that disclose the benefits of GS in
plant breeding. As NGS and HTS technologies are contin-
uously reducing the cost of marker data in terms of price
and increasing the available markers in terms of number,
currently plant genotyping is less costly than phenotyping.
In addition, GS speeds up the selection cycles and makes it
easier to increase the selection outputs in a given time. Hence,
progeny test in field for selection based on markers using the
genomic information might enhance the genetic gains per unit.
As there might be doubt on gene deletion and less variant in
domesticated generation, it is suggested to consider wild and
domesticated crops at the same time to empower usage of such
genomic markers.
As GS is based on genomic data that cover more complete
information from various sources and possess info from whole
genome to individual genes, it is considered as more accurate
and better pathway to get more reliable and outstanding results.
This preference for GS has been reported in wheat breeding,
while the average prediction accuracies for GS was reported
28% greater than MAS and 14% greater than phenotypic
selection (PS) (Heffner et al., 2011).
In order to improve yield in Brassica napus, a study reported
that an integration of different methods as GWAS, DEGs
and SNPs generate a promising output by which selection of
rapeseed accelerates (Lu et al., 2017). The authors of this
article have shown that candidate gene discovery is more
accurate while using various datasets outputted by different
methods and approaches and it is possible to determine which
genes are key responsible genes involved in yield improvement
of rapeseed.
In pea, strategies of using SNPs, QTLs and GWAS toward
genomic selection seems to be as a proficient approach that
can help to generate more efficient peas (Tayeh et al., 2015). In
rice, genomic selection has been applied successfully to breed-
ing programs in an efficient pattern by using GWAS, QTLs
and GBS method. This study has revealed that interpretation
of GWAS in genetic architecture and population structure is a
useful tool to enhance rice breeding through genomic selection
(Spindel et al., 2015). In potato Slater et al. (2016) reported
that for four key traits with varying heritability, genomic
selection is more accurate using genome-wide SNPs and can
improve genetic gain (Slater et al., 2016).
Drought tolerance in maize has been revealed by comparing
different models and SNPs for plant transcription factors
involved in the processes of drought response and tolerance
were validated (Shikha et al., 2017). The authors of this study
have shown the accuracy of models and SNPs those are useful
for the selection of superior genotypes and tolerant hybrid.
A combination of SNPs and GBS can be employed to plant
screening based on identification SNP and different programs
are available to process genomics and transcriptomics data
to a meaningful application. The SNPlex genotyping system
represents a good compromise to investigate several hundred
SNPs in a hundred or more samples at the same time (Tobler
et al., 2005).
QTL-Seq is able to detect QTLs over wide ranges of ex-
perimental variables, and the method can be generally applied
in population genomics studies to rapidly identify genomic
regions that underwent artificial or natural selective sweeps
(Takagi et al., 2013).
However, as shown in above examples, an approach of
using different mentioned methods such as GBS+SNP+QTL,
WGAS+SNP+GS, RNA-Seq+SNP-Seq+GBS, etc. covers
more completely the different aspects of genomics. Mixing
different approaches is somehow a good way to get more
accurate and reliable results while they are based on genomic
data and validated by different methods at the same time. In
a study on Eucalyptus, Mu¨ller et al. (2017) showed that how
genomic data can be useful for discovering heritable variation
and how the genome wide analysis validate the results of
genomic prediction (Mu¨ller et al., 2017).
We suggest a new strategy hereinafter we called it as
“SNP-Seq” as a reverse engineering method from genotype
to phenotype. The target of performing SNP-Seq is to unveil
the relationship between genetically and phenotypically close
plants in different scales from varieties to genera. It is a
process for analyzing plant populations, different species,
close genera and number of varieties in a genomic manner
to discover any relationship among under study plants.
The results will serve to different biological fields such as
population genetics, evolution, phylogeny, taxonomy, plant
selection, breeding in order to answer likely doubts and
questions on biological relations among the under study
complex of plants.
SNP-Seq
is the study of various SNPs simultaneously by sequencing
different genotypes and populations, either the whole genomic
or transcriptomic sequences or the partial ones obtained from
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the previously available information for a targeted trait, in
order to screen the genotypes with desired traits predicted
by SNP presence. In this approach, several genotypes are
sequenced at the same time and then will be compared with
each other in order to find their relation based on the studied
SNP. Then the plant genotypes with the same SNP sequence
will be grouped and by applying statistical methods, the best
genotypes will be targeted and screened. GBS is used after that
to validate the SNPs. Finally, the chosen genotypes, which
are suspected to possess a special desirable trait, will be
validated for their potential trait in field and under a real
situation. This approach can decrease the time and price of
plant selection drastically as sequencing and analyzing such
genomic/transcriptomic-based data takes less time as some
months compared to a classic selection approach of some
years. Another outstanding point about SNP-Seq is that it can
be combined with other methods like genomic prediction or
QTL to enhance its ability and accelerate and validate the
results (Figure 2).
Figure 2. SNP-Seq workflow. SNP-Seq starts from a complex of
genotypes those are screened for a desired trait. The SNP/genomic
data are produced and then analyzed to find SNPs related to such trait
using the genes, annotation, QTLs (the SNPs located on the QTLs of
the trait that previously predicted and proved), and any other type of
available information. If no previous data are available, the samples
are used by their sequences and then the generated genomic data will
be used to screen them according to the findings. The samples will
be screened and validated by statistical and other types of methods
like GBS or resequencing. Tests in field as real proof are done
in order to evaluate the genotypes. Finally, the selected genotypes
passed the different validation and evaluation steps are presented as
the genotypes possessing the desired trait. The length of fleshes show
the likely time that takes to pass to the next step.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
Due to concerns about genetically modified crops, molecular
design in plant improvement using genomic data leads us to
widen use of genetic diversity as the natural variation models
in wild progenitors is higher than domesticated plants. It
means that wild plants still provide better and more useful
resource for genetics and plant selection and facilitate crop
genomic and population genetic studies provided the genome-
wide data are mined (Huang and Han, 2014).
However, natural-variant plants will be the feasible solution
by which human can provide more food for future needs
providing that we could generate the right and enough data
from enhanced genomic approaches those can screen the wild
and domesticated crops toward better-performance genotypes
and varieties.
CONCLUSION
Omics tools, mainly genomics and transcriptomics, have
opened a new window and started new era for plant im-
provement. The potential ability of their outputs let us know
more and more about undiscovered points in plants and
therefore plant selection. Combination of classic and mod-
ern technologies, phenotypic and genotypic data, genic and
genomic profiles is the best solution for forthcoming plant
selection programs if the data from individual genes and whole
genomes are employed in a joint research. Plant selection
and improvement will see better advances as Omics tools
are more available in the biological and agricultural research
gaining time and cost dramatically due to their ability of data
outputting and analyzing. SNP-Seq as a new approach using
different genomic methods is provided conceptually and the
authors recommend it to be used in the future studies to
prove its potential. However, it seems that due to the need
of human being in the upcoming years to more alimentary
vegetal products, it is mandatory to benefit from potential
power of omics and their relevant approaches in biological
plant studies and plant improvement and advance it by other
interdisciplinary tools like bioinformatics.
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